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CPR Blitz Certifies 530 Students Strictly Business:
Tun Kiser
help to those who have heart at- Where Technology Meets Tradition
Staff Writer
tacks."
Saturday, September 12, approximately 530 students were
certified in CPR by the American Heart Association.
Dr. Patricia Cormier instituted
the CPR Blitz in memory of Dr.
David Breil, Professor of Biology, as well as
Longwood
students Chris
DeBoer, Mary Jane
Parker and Matthew Weist.
Dr. Nancy Haga,
Professor
of
Speech and member of the CPR
Blitz Task Force,
explained the origins of the program.
"After we lost those people,
the President looked at how to
improve safety on campus,"
said Haga.
"Most of the staff was certified, and [the school] formed
the First Responders team," said
Haga. "After a!! the make-ups,
about S30 students will have
been certified."
The President's office spent
$5000 purchasing a defibrillator, which revives the heart of a
CPR victim.
Maggie Hollister, a Longwood senior, and the student
chairman with members of the
First Response Team [in a
memo to the school] said, "We
are hoping to make Longwood
College a safer place in getting

Also involved in the program
were the Prince Edward Volunteer Rescue Squad, Southside
Community Hospital, Longwood Student Government,
Longwood First Responders,
The President's Office and the
ARAMARK.
Friday evening,
students attended a
lecture given by
Brian Butler, captain of the Prince
Edward Volunteer
Rescue Squad.
Saturday morning, instructors
helped schedule
groups of students
to practice CPR on dummies,
until they were ready to take the
test.
Hillary Smith, a freshman who
attended the Blitz, said, "the actual test on Saturday was fun, but
the [lecture] in the gym on Friday was pointless."
Smith believes that after the
Blitz, she can make a difference
in saving someone's life, and that
the program was an overall success.
"More people are aware of
how to correctly use CPR to save
a life," said Smith.
Dr. Haga pointed out that "by
training [the students], we have
also made the community a safer
place." Longwood was the first
college to hold a CPR Blitz in
the state of Virginia.

Courtney J. Kappel
Assistant Editor

Thursday, September 17, the
School of Business and Economics hosted an open house for the
Hiner Building.
The theme for the grand opening was, "Where Technology
Meets Tradition," a very appropriate title. The Stately Georgian
building from 1913 has a traditional look on the outside, but the
inside of the building makes up
one of Virginia's most technologically advanced business
schools.
The grand opening started with
a traditional procession to the
podium from the north end of
Pine Street. Army ROTC led the
procession and the event's speakers followed behind. From the
Coyner Building, members of
Delta Sigma Pi Professional
Business Fraternity marched to
theme song from the movie "Men
in Black." To emphasize the
technology aspect, the members
wore business attire and dark sunglasses.
The grand opening consisted
of many speakers from the
school, the community, and the
state of Virginia. Longwood's
President, Dr. Patricia Cormier,
opened the festive event with a
speech praising the newly renovated Hiner and the future business leaders it will produce.
Next, the Dean of the School
of Business and Economics, Dr.

Berkwood Farmer excitedly accepted the key from Longwood
Alumni Ann Baise, who is now
serving as the Rector of the Board
of Visitors.
Another highlight of the grand
opening included a speech from
the Honorable John H. Hager,
Virginia's Lieutenant Governor.
Pleased with the results of the
$6.1 million dollar renovation Lt.
Gov. Hager expressed his enthusiasm for the new state-of-the-art
building.
"Today sees Longwood up with
the best of them, with a state-ofthe-art facility equal to any
institution's anywhere," Said Lt.
Gov. Hager.
At 2 p.m., the members of Delta
Sigma Pi performed

See BUSINESS p.4

Rotunda Editorial: A Letter From the Editor
Hello Everybody! Thanks for
picking up the first issue of The Rotunda for this semester.
As many people already know,
this year is definately "the year of
changes" for Longwood. Freshmen were required to buy computers, and Resident Technology Advisors (R.TA.'s), students trained
to know everything about computers, were added. Keeping up with
technology, the renovations of
Hiner were completed and many
people are very impressed with the
improvements to the building.
Like the new dining hall,
Longwood Seminar and S.A.I.L.
Week activities went "under construction" with changes such as including the alcohol program,
O.C.T.A.A., as a requirement for
freshmen. Freshmen students arc

also now housed in cluster groups
according to their majors.
New and old students also had
to deal with cramped housing conditions, which included converting study lounges and faculty offices into dorm rooms. We all
know by now that even a few lucky
students temporal i'w lived in hotels until rooms on campus were
availiablc.
Greek life saw some changes
with this semester's rush. DerRun
went away with Der Field and Sorority Walk was actually a walk,
as new members were told to walk,
not run to their new sisters.
By Oktoberfest, the Longwood
Bookstore will be Barnes &
Nobles and rumors have been flying about all of the changes (guess
we'll find out soon).

ox 2901."
Longwood College
Farmviile.VA 2^909
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Going along with all these
changes, The Rotunda is also full
of new ideas and new faces this
semester. We now have a new editor, a new advisor, a new layout design, and basically a whole new
staff. This year we will continue
to have CD and Movie Reviews,
highlights from bands and other entertainment, the ever popular Props
and Drops, as well as news about
everything happening on campus.
Some new ideas that we are adding include a double page feature
spread in every issue, a Greek Life
Column, and a Commuter Student
Corner. We are also going to start
Speak Out again, so more students
can express their views about what
is going on.
As always, if you have any ideas
about what you would like to see
in The Rotunda, just write to us at
Box 2901. Hope your semester is
off to a good start, don't stess out
too much, enjoy life at Longwood,
and READ THE ROTUNDA!

Your Letters
Are We In College or
Kindergarten?

Dear Editor:
I am 18 years old, a legal adult.
Many of us here are close to that
or older. We came to this school
with the expectation that we
would be responsible and act like
mature adults. However, I feel
the question must be asked: are
we in college or kindergarten?
Recent events in the Tabb dorms
have angered many people. Yes,
we are only lowly freshmen, but
that does not mean we have to act
like children. I personally am
very tired of these childish pranks
some insist on pulling, as I am
sure many others are. Toothpaste
on doorknobs, shaving cream,
water balloons thrown at doors,
throwing food? I did those things
years ago.
It is about time we start acting^
like the adults we were preconceived to be. We are not in high
school anymore; this is a whole
See you later,
other level we are at. I know only
Dei tra Nance
few are doing these things, howEditor-in-Chief
ever they make everyone look
NOTICE: Due to a printing error, bad. So please, from now on, if
you may have received a faulty anyone has an issue to deal with,
edition of The Rotunda on Octo- do it maturely and in a reasonber 1. We apologize.
able manner. No more trashing
hallways, water balloons thrown
PRINCEPS
at doors, food fights, or whatever
else seems "cute" at the time. For
would like to recognize
everyone's sake, I say with the
The 199$ Orientation
utmost sincerity, to those of you
doing these things, grow up. KinLeaders & The Summer
dergarten or college?
Conference Staff
PRINCEPS, a secret society dedicated to recognizing leadership, Jenna Archer
wishes everyone the best of luck Music Major
during the 1998-1999 school year. Freshman
Throughout the year, we will be recognizing those who exemplify the
Write Us
qualities of a leader. Remember the
The Rotunda encourages letquote, 'To Lead is To Serve," and
try to apply it in the classroom and ters to the editor. Send them to:
in other aspects of the Longwood
Community.
Box 2901
If you know anyone who you ihmk deserves
recognition, please write lout at Box 2949.
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Fax 804-395-2237

Speak Out: Are You Living In a
Rat-Infested Sauna?
some repairs." Natasha Walker,
Duane Coats
Staff Writer
If you live on campus, you
know the dorms are nothing compared to the penthouse. With the
money that we're paying to stay
on campus, each room should be
a penthouse.

Junior, Frazier
"It's fine, but we need air-conditioning." Monique Jenkins,
Freshman, Wheeler

"It's nice 'cause it has big rooms,
but it's about 200 degrees in
there." Cara Rolander, FreshI live on the ninth floor of man, French
Curry, which I think-has the worst
problem: mice! I wonder what "They need air, all of them."
types of problems Longwood stu- Katrina Thomas, Senior, Cox
dents have with their dorms.
"Personally, I like it a lot. I like
"I like it in here. I haven't had the environment. It's not as quiet
any problems. I dealt with not as people think." Cory
having air." Jenn Gambaccini, Stephenson, Sophomore, Arc
Junior, Cox
"Our power wrnt out nine times
"Our trash chute stays broken." one night." Courtney Kappel,
Tamakia Copeland, Junior, Curry Sophomore, South Cunningham
"The dorms are, for the most part, "It's hot as s* *t in here." Marcus
nice, but in some ways it needs Terry, Junior, Cunningham

11 Laptop Computers:
aga of a Love/Hate Relationship
cy told me
■

Help Desk
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Kevin Rock
Staff Writer

Babble of the Sexes
Ann Miller
Staff Writer

?

A discussion among students
A topic that can be very unnerving between the sexes is, that can get some feathers ruffled
"Which sex lives an easier life between the opposite sex is, do
at Longwood?" Is it the males, males or females have it easier
or is it the females? Well, there on campus? Before I give you
is no doubt about it! It's the men some examples let me just say
by far! Not that I need to explain that I do believe that females
myself, but for the ladies' sake I have it easier. Why do I think
will. First of all, we look better. this? Well, for one thing the feIf you really have to think about males dominate the males when
it, then I'll prove it to you. If the it comes down to the ratio bewomen really looked better then tween guys and gals. So, ladies
why do they have to worry about express that woman power!
Sometimes guys even think that
putting on make-up? They have
to use these colorful powders to women are nothing but a pretty
spruce up their looks. If they face, and, well, we are. It's true;
naturally looked better then they we are cute and we can sure sweet
would not need that stuff. They talk anyone. That's why when it
also spend too much time into comes to arguing our way out of
putting together little outfits. a situation, we come out on top!
That is just another way they try Unlike guys, who just stutter
to disguise their natural appear- some meaningless words or
shrug blankly at professors, girls
ance.
Also, why is it that men only can also use the aggressive apput on cologne every once in a proach, and when we do, you
while, while women sometimes men better watch out.
apply it two to three times a day?
In the classroom, I definitely
Is it because they naturally stink think that the professors are more
and have to constantly worry lenient with the girls than with
about what they smell like? I the guys. Of course, professors
would not want to worry about are a little more willing to listen
that. Men just have less to worry to women because we have our
about which makes our lives powerful brains and with this aseasier. That ratio of males to fe- set, teachers listen, plus we are
males, who cares? It just makes just so darn cute. Most of the
it easier on our part to find a date time guys are in their "strong and
silent mood," so they don't speak
every Friday night!
Another thing, what is with the up, which sometimes gets them
big upset men in the classroom? into trouble.
Another example of why
We all know that the women get
that special attention from the Women have it easier is that if a
professors. Don't you know girl is assigned to a seat and a guy
why? It is because they are infe- is in her seat, all she has to do is
rior to us and do not understand flash her irresistible smile and
that complicated stuff that comes immediately the guy will move
to us. That is why the men hold to another seat. It all comes down
the power seats in this country. to women being mentally stronNo one wants to make that fool- ger and using their powerful
ish mistake of giving a woman a feminine ways; it is kind of like
lot of power. The only way to having everyone under hypnosis.
put it is that men truly live an Women do indeed have it better
on this college campus!
easier life here!
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"Listen to the Silence," Not a Laughing Matter
Meg Wooldridge
Staff Writer
Rape is something that happens
everyday on college campuses
across the nation. In order to prevent it from happening at Longwood, the play "Listen to the Silence" is performed annually for
freshmen during the first few
days of school, during S.A.I.L.
week. This year, however, the
play was interrupted by loud
noises and comments from some
freshmen. As 'with any serious
topic, some people are not going
to take it seriously, but this year,
students' reactions seemed to be
less mature.
"I think it was a good play. It
was very informative," said

KristinaWalker, freshman, "but it
was childish when they [students]
started hooting and hollering. It
could happen to them and they
probably wouldn't know what to
do or say, because obviously they
weren't paying attention."
According to Valerie Jordan,
Director of the New Student Center, the reaction of the freshman
students was more noticeable
than in past years.
"I think there are different reactions to situations like this one.
There are those who had been in
that situation and those who had
not. Some people showed their
reactions by giggling, acting nervous or being very upset. Overall, there were individual com-

National Banned Book Week
Nathan Hanger
includes classic and children's
Staff Writer
books, articles, lists of banned
Once again, it is time to honor books, and a copy of Bill of
those books that other people Rights.
have decided you are not allowed
Dr. Kahn-Egan will also proto read.
vide a list of "100 Books You
National Banned Book Week is Won't Believe Were Banned"
from Saturday, September 26 that students probably have read
through Saturday, October 3. The and may be surprised to discover
goal is to educate
were censored.
people about cenFor example,
r ■—
r
sorship and en- r-*
"Charlie and the
courage them to
Chocolate Facthink for themtory"
was
selves.
banned for its
To encourage
"poor philosoLongwood stuphy of life";
Kmr
*" .
«
dents to consider
"Oliver Twist"
free speech isbanned due to its
sues, Lydia Will"pro-Christian"
iams, the Longmessages; and
wood Library Arthe "Diary of
chives
and
Anne Frank"
Records Manager, and Dr. Chrys
banned because
Kahn-Egan, Assistant Professor "It's a real downer."
of the Journalism Program, creThe "100 Books" list comes
ated a "Banned Book Display" in from a collection of nearly 1,000
the library. The display, open titles that have been banned
from now until October 16, fea- world-wide. Students can e-mail
tures censored books that stu- ckahn®longwood and request a
dents are likely to have read.
copy of the list.
The display is located in the
Read a banned book and celfirst two cases in the library and ebrate your freedom.

ments that were inappropriate.
But to make the assumption that
the entire freshman class made
comments is way too large of a
generalization."
"Some people are uncomfortable with situations and they have
to laugh it off," said Trevor
Alsbrooks, freshman.
"I hope people think it's just
freshmen being freshmen. I know
some people want an apology for
the actions, but I personally don't
have a problem with it," said
Robbie Winston, senior. Winston
portrayed a rapist in the play. "A
lot of people cover their feelings
and laugh, some people want to
laugh it off the first time, but the
second time the actual rape came
on, no one was laughing. When
students see it a second time
that's when they stop laughing."
The purpose of the play is to
distinguish sex from rape, what
is consensual and what is not. In
the play many characters were
portrayed, including one woman
who was raped by several guys,
a male raped by another male, a
rapist who didn't know he was
raping a girl, two females raped
by their boyfriends, a drunk male
raped by a female, and more examples were illustrated throughout the play.
"You know when they [freshman] come to school, guys have
hormones, girls have hormones,
and I think sometimes they don't
realize what sex is," said Winston. "This play is to make them
think, to really hit the facts hard

BllSineSS

and make them think, 'I don't
know what sex is.'"
According to statistics, most
freshmen are sexually assaulted
within the first few weeks of
school, so having this play shown
to freshmen may be very beneficial.
"It is extremely important that
we address this issue. It is a potential incident waiting to happen, the awareness might not be
there," added Jordan.
After the play was shown,
freshmen and their orientation
groups talked with their orientation leaders in a discussion called
"Education 101," which talked
about and went over questions
and comments about the play. According to Jordan, the orientation
leaders did a good job of leading
discussions, allowing the leaders
to address individual reactions.
During the first survey for
freshman, there was a question
about how valuable the discussions were in the Education 101
class. Ed Smith, the director of
assessment, found that 70% of
the freshman class thought the'
discussion to be very informative, 24% said somewhat and 6%
said very little or none.
"I think it's healthy for people
to analyze the situation and go
with their instincts, because they
are not wrong. And to be careful, because you never know
what's going to happen. Step
back and look at the situation,"
said Winston.
Listen to the silence.

Continued from p. 1

the ribbon cutting ceremony.
Afterwards, a reception was
held on Lancaster Mall. The last
event of the grand opening was
an opportunity for guests to take
a tour of Hiner. The tour included several mock classes demonstrating the technology of the
traditional structure.

Dean Farmer best summed
up this wonderful event when he
described Hiner and the School
of Business and Economics as,
"a home where tradition meets
technology and a home that is
AACSB accredited."

A Big Problem With No Room To Spare New Twist tO Same * Ol
Jennifer Barnes & Jaime Livingston
Staff Writers
Take a drive though Longwood
and you're not likely to find an
empty parking space.
Beginning in late August, students, faculty and staff have been
plagued by the lack of parking
due to the limited amount of
parking spots.
According to Laura Rice, Director of Campus Police, the
parking dilemma was created
when construction for the new
dining hall began.
The number of decals sold for
the 1998 academic year are as
follows; 21 freshmen, 351 sophomore, 750 junior/senior, 525 faculty/staff and 18 food service.
The total comes to 2080 parking
decals sold.
The primary grief of the parking problem is being ticketed.
Due to the overflow of decals,
students are forced to park somewhere other than their designated
lots. For instance, the sophomore
class is beyonu occupancy for
parking. Therefore, sophmores
park in junior/senior lots, juniors

and seniors park in commuter and
faculty lots, then commuters and
faculty can't find spaces and everyone gets ticketed.
Campus Police writes two to
three hundred dollars in tickets
per week. Seventy-five percent
of the tickets are given to students, but even faculty and staff
receive the occasion ticket.
The only leniency this semester is directed towards sophomores because their cars greatly
outnumber the spaces available.
As for the juniors and seniors,
only 750 parking stickers were
sold for the 746 spaces allotted
to them.
Although improvements such
as paving the lots and the posting of new signs were made over
the summer, this still does not
solve the parking dilemma for
this year.
As for what the future holds,
plans are to obtain land and create lots. The down side is that
these lots will be even further
away and less convenient. More
than likely, the lots will require a
trip to campus by bus.

Kristen Ingram
Layout Manager
Freshman orientation week
kicked off on August 21, 1998,
only this year it was "new and
improved."
For the first time, new students
were grouped together by similar majors and put into the same
orientation/seminar groups. Each
person was
then placed
in a linked
course to suit
his or her selected major.
The orientation groups
underwent
intense On
Campus
Talking
About
Alcohol
(O.C.T.A.A.)
training,
practiced
community
building,
sexual assault awareness, and the traditional Honor Ceremony.
Also new for this year was the
Head of Greek Affairs, IFC voted to
mandate
on Dell laptops. Each
cancel Wheeler Run because of the
low number of lushees. With past freshman student was required to
semesters' numbers totaling 50, this purchase a laptop, or have ansemester's 12 was discouraging. other unit approved by the
Duchamp hopes that numbers will school. All halls were equipped
increase with Spring Rush when sec- with Internet hook-ups, so everyond semester freshmen and transfers one is connected from his or her
room. This was a major technoare allowed to rush.
By cancelling Wheeler Run, the fra- logical step for Longwood.
Consequently, the technologiternities hope the main focus will be
on improving run for the future. Al- cal advancement has brought
though the plans for the run in the about yet another change in the
spring are still in the making, the fra- seminar classes. Freshmen are reternities intend to put a stop to the quired to complete homework astackling that has characterized Der signments on the Internet in order to pass seminar class.
Run in the past
In addition to the on-line homeDuchamp said that IFC intends to
work
are the computer sessions
improve run by implementing positive alternatives and focusing on the required to be taken by all first
success of sorority rush as a model. year students. These sessions wiD

Thumbs Down On Bar Rim
Melanie Barker
Staff Writer
Fraternity Rush blew in and out
on rumors and speculations. With
construction underway on Der Field,
many students-Greek and NonGreek-worried about the future of
the Der Run tradition. As September 7, the slated date for the new
Wheeler Run drew closer, worries
were validated.
The buzz on the warm September
air was mat fraternities were boycotting the reformation of Fraternity
Rush The new location and a newly
adopted "no tackling" rule seemed
to be unappealing changes.
However, these changes were not
the reasons that kept new associates
from running to their fraternity.
According to Damien Duchamp,

Orientation Week
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be taught by a new organization,
Resident Technology Advisors
(RTAs).
Computer classes give students
a very basic run-down of the new
Longwood systems and how to
"get connected." Another feature
for all students is that the Longwood library is on-line. The status of books may be checked, articles may be
printed, and
other extensive functions may be
completed
from
the
comfort of
one's room.
Along with
the
new
changes was
the
occasional "bump
in the road."
Some students feel that
the extensive
O.C.T.A.A.
meetings
were unnecessary and too long.
"I feel like the test was not representative of the amount of
hours put into the class," .stated
Meg Wooldrige.
Another complaint by students
was the disorganization and lack
of communication between the
parents, the school, and the Dell
Corporation, in regards to the
laptops.
Freshman Heather Crower
summed up her experience by
saying, "The lack of communication caused students to suffer
because the professors were unaware that the laptops had not
been delivered, and were still assigning Internet homework."
Longwood incorporated many
new things in the progream and
most students felt that S.A.I.L.
week was successful.

^ongtooor/g
Class of
2002

We Ate It -- We Rate It
SUBWAY
In today's health conscience society, we strive to
eat healthier; however, few
fast food restaurants meet
this standard. Subway has
met this challenge by serving healthy, low calorie,
low fat sandwiches served
quickly and cheaply. The
Subway claim to fame is
"seven subs with six grams
of fat or less." Of course,
this does not include cheese
and condiments that we
all love so much!
My first trip to Subway
was very much less than
perfect. After being told
rudely that they were out of
chicken, meat balls, steak,
and ham, I departed for
elsewhere. I did however,
take into consideration that
it was an hour before closing, as well as freshmen
move-in day. With this in
mind, I generously decided
to give Subway a second
chance.
My second trip was much
more pleasant, considering
I actually got food this time.
The young man behind the
counter was not overly
friendly, but was efficient.
The sandwiches were surprisingly better than expected and overall very
good. The restaurant was as
clean as can be expected for
a fast food joint, yet I would
recommend using the
restrooms elsewhere.
Overall the service was
okay, the food was good,
and the cleanliness satisfactory, proving that Subway fixes sandwiches "The
WAY a Sandwich
Should Be." Kinda.
Review by Kristen
Ingram, Layout Manager.
MCDONALDS

All students get
sick of eating in the dining

hall and eventually end up
eating fast food before the
end of the first couple of
weeks.
The local McDonalds,
which can be seen through
the windows of Curry and
Frazer, is a popular choice.
Plus, it is open all day and
closes at 11:00 p.m., so
when students sleep
through breakfast, have a
class during lunch, or dinner just didn't fill them up,
McDonalds is a close option.
The building is very clean
and neat, which makes a
customer have a better attitude as soon as they walk
in the door. When
walking
up to
place
a n
or-

der, an employee is smiling
and ready to take an order.
Once the order has been
placed, the service is very
quick. The food is still hot
when it gets to the hands of
the customer. Another
positive factor is that the
food at McDonalds is not
too greasy and it is well
cooked.
Overall, the trip to
McDonalds is a positive
one, and the customer
leaves satisfied.
Review by Renee
Taylor, Staff Writer.
WENDY'S
I really need to have a talk
with Dave Thomas. I went
to the Farmville Wendy's to
get a late bite to eat. Usually I don't have to wait
long to get my order, but it
was rather crowded that
night. The line moved

along and I eventually was cheerful for an after school
one order away from the job) who promptly took my
register. There were four order, smiling all the time
guys in front of me who de- as I fumbled over the menu.
cided to flirt with the cash- Finally, I ordered a chicken
ier. She just stood there breast and leg combo,
talking to them about other crispy style, which arrived
people instead of taking too quickly for my curiostheir order. I began to wish ity. I wondered, "How
that I had gone somewhere fresh can this possibly be if
else. Finally after receiv- it got here so quickly?"
ing a few comments from Actually, it was steaming
the line, she began to take hot and had just been
cooked. I returned to LWC
their orders.
Ten minutes later.1 got up with a full stomach and in
to the line. I expected rude good spirits, dreaming of
service, but she was very my next visit to KFC.
Review by Monique
nice and she had my food
Minnix, Staff Writer.
ready
fairly

All of this washed away
most of my impatience. Finally, I sat down and had a
great pita. I really like
Wendy's food; it is one of
the very few places that I
will go to with a long line.
Review by Melissa
GUI, Staff Writer.
KFC
When the LC Dining Service just isn't enough, I find
it necessary to make a trip
off campus to a nearby restaurant. This week's restaurant of choice.. . Kentucky Fried Chicken. Upon
walking in to KFC, I immediately noticed the cleanliness and lack of any funky
smells emanating from the
kitchen area. As I approached the counter, I was
greeted by a rather cheerful young man (a little too

DOMINO'S
Domino's Pizza has been
given a bad reputation. If
one asks about ordering
from there, one gets a variety of stories. "I waited an
hour and a half, and then it
was cold," is just one example. I decided to try it
out for myself. I ordered a
pizza on Thursday night at
10:55. My pizza arrived at
11:15. The delivery person
was nice, and didn't seem
to mind the not- so- great
tip I left him.
I took the pizza back to
my friends' room and we
shared. Though the pizza
wasn't cold, it wasn't hot
either. Like most other
pizza places, our Domino's
pizza was extremely
greasy, even after I tried to
mop up some of the grease
with a napkin. I also found
that the pizza sauce was
very sweet It was not the
most enjoyable pizza I have
ever had, but it worked.
Domino's is a reasonably
priced place and I would
recommend you eat there
on occasion.
Review by Mindie Witt,
StaffWriter.
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Fast food c
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Big Bacon^
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580 cal.
30 g. fat
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Nichol Pagano

A Quest for Meatless Fast Food

chives (99 cent value
menu) or a broccoli and
In a culture where so cheese potato ($2.09). Cusmany individuals have cho- tomers may also select a
sen to alter their diets and small side salad off the
exclude meat from their value menu or elect a dedaily regimens, is society luxe garden salad for $ 1.99.
adhering to this prevalent In addition, Wendy's offers
change in American diet? two special vegetarian pita
Studies show that many wraps: the Greek Pita
Americans have become which consists of a relish
vegetarians. What alterna- mix (tomato, red onion, &
tives do fast food franchises cucumber) and feta cheese
offer the college vegetarian drizzled with a vinaigrette;
on the move?
and a Veggie Wrap with relAfter questioning five ish, salsa, broccoli, slaw,
major fast food chains in and a ranch dressing. Each
the Farmville area, I found item can be purchased for
that the dietary options vary $1.99. Dave, not a bad
greatly with each franchise. price for such a healthy and
According to the available enticing alternative!
menu items and their cost I
Taco Bell also keeps the
ranked each operation in vegetarian in mind with
veggie terms.
their philosophy, "Any
Wendy's by far offers the meat can be substituted
most extensive and eco- with beans fo. no additional
nomical options. From price." This promise makes
their menu, vegetarians virtually every menu item
may choose baked potatoes accessible to vegetarians.
either with sour cream and Taco Bell also boasts of

their veggie fajita, veggie
burrito, and bean tostada,
each costing you $2.50.
Although they offer the
best alternatives, will one
fajita be enough to fill a
hungry vegetarian up?
Have you ever heard of
the Coionel boast about bis
fried vegetable value
bucket? KFC's vegetarian
choices are all found on the
side order menu and range
between eighty-nine and
ninety-nine cents. They
consist of mash potatoes
with gravy (but you might
not want the gravy because
it is made with chicken
stock), corn on the cob,
macaroni and cheese, potato salad, cole slaw, and
potato wedges. Put three of
these selections with a buttermilk biscuit for a hearty
veggie platter. But vegetarians beware of the baked
beans and green beans because they both have bacon
in them!

Burger King is definitely
not "the king" of vegetarians. They claim to offer a
vegetarian Whopper, but
that merely means they offer the same sandwich
without the meat for the
same price. There is no
veggie patty, only a bun
with the usual accompaniments: cheese, lettuce, tomato, pickles, onions,
mayo, and ketchup. All this
for $1.59 or a Whopper
Junior for $1.39 (I guess
you get less pickles)! To
pair with your Vegetable
Whopper they offer a
ninety-nine cent side salad.
Vegetarians, apparently
do not dine under the
golden arches, because
McDonalds offers no side
or salad options. They can
do any of their sandwiches
without the meat for the
same price. Management
said, "We can do lettuce,
tomato, tartar sauce, whatever they'd like."

Music Review
Meet "Music Artists of the Year," Life in General
Surf
Guest Writer
Back in the 1980s and early
1990s, Winston-Salem, NC was
home to a thriving community of
bands. Almost anybidV between
the ages of 14 and 35 was either
in a band, dating somebody in a
band, or friends with somebody
in a band. Those of us who were
in the scene, especially after the
Seattle explosion in 1991, decided that Winston would become the next mecca for alternative and college music. Well...
We were wrong. And in the aftermath of our failed effort, most
of the bands dried up and blew
away (or got married, or went to
college, or something). One of
the few bands to make it through
is the duo Life in General, who
had a show right here at Longwood on September 30 in Lancer
Cafe.
In fact, over the last few years.
Life in General has become
maybe the most successful band

ever to come out of Winston.
They were voted the "Contemporary Music Artists of the Year"
by the National Association of
Campus Activities for 1996,
1997, and 1998. They were also
Campus Activities Today
Magazine's 'Top Club Act" for
1997. In the last couple of years,
LIG's tour schedule has taken
them to Maine, California, Colorado, Washington (the state), and
just about everywhere in between. In the midst of their hectic tour schedule, the band has
managed to release four CDs, the
most of recent of which, "No
Time to be Lonely," is a doublelive extravaganza that showcases
some of LIG's best work.
As good as LIG is on CD, their
live shows are what makes them
so successful. The music is a
mixture of pop, rock, folk, country, bluegrass and blues (try to
imagine male Indigo Girls mixed
with Toad the Wet Sprocket
mixed with Doc Watson mixed

with Matchbox 20). Between the
two members, Jerry and Jason,
they play acoustic guitars, electric guitars, a harmonica, a mandolin, bongos, and regular drums
(Jason plays the drums standing
up, which is a sight to behold).
They are likely to hand out all
kinds of percussion instruments
to the crowd—tambourines,
rainsticks, cowbells... Let's just

say these guys know how to put
on a show. And, oh yeah, they
can sing too.
So, for all of you who complain
that there's never anything fun to
do in Farmville, much less on a
Wednesday night, you missed
your chance.
Good music, great show, no
cost. What more could you ask
for?

Anti-Tanic: Get
Over It, The Novelty Sank With The Boat
ages of the infamous Titanic ship

r

\

Loren Hatcher
Staff Writer
Several weeks ago, after returning from a two-hour library binge,
I heard some very disturbing
noises coming from almost all of
the rooms on my hall. Sounds of
crunching metal, splitting wood
and ear-piercing screams of terror were everywhere. I stopped a
tearful girl coming toward me and
asked her what was going on. She
shook her head, wiped her eyes
and said, "TITANIC was released
on video today," and then after
blowing her nose, "Wanna come
watch it?"
I couldn't believe it To this day,
I can't believe it Everywhere I
go, there are images of Kate
Winslet, Leonardo DiCaprio and
that sleazy boyfriend whose name
no one seems to remember. Im-

are on tee-shirts, hats, bookbags,
dorm room walls. Lankford Student Union didn't help the situation by showing the film three
weeks into the semester. RA's all
over campus are
turning
TITANIC
viewings
into hall
programs,
some of
which students are
required to attend. Cosmetic
products, phone companies and
breakfast cereals are offering free
copies of the movie with the purchase of some TTTANIC-esque
bonus package. So, if you're 400
miles out at sea and it's so cold

you almost gouge your eyes out
with your Ebony Mist mascara
and then your mascara runs because you're crying (thanks so
much sleazy boyfriend ...what IS
your
name?),
do you
get a free
phone
card?
Fans of
the movie
use the
Academy
Awards as
some sort of rebuttal to the criticism the movie has received. The
Oscars simply proved to the rest
of America that the Academy is
just as obsessed with tragedy as
the movie-going public. Yes, the
acting was impeccable and the

special effects were extremely
lifelike, however what happened
in James Cameron's "masterpiece" is still a far cry to what
people on the Titanic experienced. Families were not only
split apart, they were annihilated.
Countless children became orphans and thousands of married
couples became widows and widowers in the same amount of time
it took Cameron's TITANIC to
sink.
My concern does not involve
any marketing scheme or free
video offer. It is the new-found
obsession with an almost century-old tragedy that bothers me
the most. The situation that is
upon us is much more serious
than a rain or hailstorm. It's about
the size of an iceberg off the coast
of Ireland.

Music Reviews
Don McLean Gives "AwardLongwood Alumni Pat McGee
Worthy Performance"
Busts out the Cool Tunes
Stacey Shelton
Staff Writer
Don McLean, one of the
country's most recognized folk
singers, visited Jarman Auditorium on September 8 and regaled
the audeince with a performance
worthy of any awards show.
Some of the songs brillantly
performed by Don McLean included "And I Love You,"
"Vincent," and "Castles in the
Air." Of course no Don McLean
performance would be complete
without his big hit "American
Pie."
True to folk singer tradition,
McLean relied on the power of
the people to sing "This Little
Light of Mine" with him. Although the audience responded a
little bit less than boisterously,
McLean still praised the audience
for their efforts.
McLean himself established
positive rapport with the audience by telling anecdotes about
his young children and his life as
a folk singer. His onstage banter, complete with Clinton jokes
and reminisces of old pals Jim
Croce and Roy Orbison, was both
witty and interesting.
McLean is a quite respected
musician who has received

Don McLean performed hit
famous" AmericanPie"a,
Longwood on September 8
twenty-five gold albums and 10
platinum albums for his work.
He was a guest at Garth Brooks'
concert in Central Park last year
(Brooks, by the way, cites
McLean as one of his influences).
Furthermore, McLean will be the
subject of a VH1 "Behind the
Music" special in the upcoming
months.
If we ever get VH1 here in
Farmville, we can all be sure to
tune in to learn more about the
life of this great entertainer who
gave an outstanding performance
right here at Longwood.

Courtney Kappel
Assistant Editor
■' Unless you were hiding in your
room with a thirty pack, or you
are oblivious to campus sponsored events; you most likely
noticed the acoustic sounds coming from Wheeler Mall during the
Involvement
Fair.
Who was
the mastery
of music that
was busting
out some cool
tunes? Who
else
but
Longwood's
very own Pat
McGee and
his band.
As students gathered on Pine
Street for the Involvement Fair
and picnic dinner, the band
opened with "Girl from Athens."
Other favorites played by the
band included; "Haven't Seen For
AWhile" and "Rebecca."
Unfortunately, Pat McGee
Band was not able to play their
second set because of an incoming rainstorm. Many students
were disappointed that the storm
clouds escorted the band out of
town so early, but they shouldn't
worry because the former Long-

wood student plans to return with
his band soon.
In fact, McGee has bigger and
better plans for the spring. He is
hoping to have a show in Jarman
Auditorium. He wants the event
to be more like a concert and targeted towards the students that
really want to
have a good
time at the
show.
In a recent
interview,
McGee
named New
York, Chicago
and Boston as
some of his
favorite
places to play,
but he said be still enjoys playing in Farmville.
"It's good to get back [to Longwood] because it is really chilled
out," said McGee.
Pat McGee has recently
re-released the original version of
"From the Wood" that includes
bonus tracks. In December, the
band will be coming out with a
new album.
If you would like to find out
more about the Pat McGee Band,
check out their web site at
www.patmcgeeband.com.

"It's good to get
back [to Longwood] because it
is really chilled
out/' said
McGee.

(**** Excellent •* (Go buy this album now !;
I love their first album. I think
* Good
(Need to hear it;
that Version 2.0 is still a good
Decent
(Don't buy it, but don't change the station)
album. Ijust like their old sound
_Horrib)e
(Waste of a CD)
^^
better.
They also have tv/o very interAfter a long three years, Gar- gloomy. Her lyrics seem to conbage released their second album. tradict the cheerful gui
esting videos from Version 2.0
There were a few changes in the
In the opening song, "Tempta- on MTV, for the songs "Push It"
and "I Think I'm Paranoid
Garbage sound. There seems to tion Wa'ts," the upbec:
if you want a preview of the albe a happy feeling in the son
followed by Manson sayir
v-ant to check
Their debut album had more of a am a v.olf, but I like to
dark sound all over. Version 2.0 sheep's clothing." Her Ij i i
•v Oy ivlCilljSa VJJII,
tends to be a little more poppy. don't seem to fit the mood <
Staff Writer.
Of course, Shirley Manson's vo- album.
cal parts are still veryi dark and
I still like Garbar
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Convocation Makes Graduation
Citizen Leaders Workshop
Seem Like A Reality For Seniors
Brings Out Longwood's
Best
describing what leadership is peitra Nance
Deitra Nance
Editor-in-Chief

about. Participants also had to
devise a personal creed about
The Citizen Leader Workshop what leadership meant to them
was held on Sunday, September and what aspects they believe in.
One very popular group
6 in Lankford Student Union.
activity dealt with
Students from over 50
students expressing
different campus
their views about
organizations were "Reflections
campus issues such
invited to attend the
on New
the reduction of
afternoon conference
to
enrich '*< the
Leadership binge and illegal
drinking, population
involvement efforts
for New
control, faculty and
and leadership skills of
Times"
student relations,
their organizations.
and
student
Dr. Susan Komjves
involvement in
from the University of
Maryland, College Park, was the decision making.
Concluding the program,
guest speaker for the conference.
students
were asked to make
The conference began with
Komives speech entitled, personal action plans regarding
"Reflections on New Leadership goals for themselves, as well as
for New Times." This speech their student organizations. The
discussed the changes occuring in program was followed by a
leadership from having one dinner in the ballroom.
person in power to empowering
The Citizen Leader
an entire community of leaders. Conference was planned by
One of Longwood goals is to Phyllis Mable, Vice-President of
build a community of leaders to Student Affairs and was
benefit the common good.
sponsored by the Student
Students also participated in Government Association and
small group activities, such as an S.E.A.L. (Student Educators for
activity with post-it notes Active Leadership).

Editor-in-Chief
Longwood's annual
Convocation ceremony was held
Thursday, September 10 at 1 p.m.
in Jarman
Auditorium.
This
ceremony
marked the
official
"beginning"
for the Class
of 1999.
Convocation
is a tradition
unique to
Longwood.
Each year,
seniors', look
forward to this ceiemony as the
start of their senior year. The
most popular event of
Convocation is the capping
ceremony. Before Convocation,
seniors choose an underclassman
or a fellow senior to be their
"capper." The capper's duty is
to decorate the senior's
motarboard with an elaborate
tassle that reflects the senior's
memories of college life. Some
tassles include everything from

stuffed animals, signs, and
pictures, to beer bottles and air
fresheners.
"I've always looked forward to
being capped as
a senior and that
part of the
Convocation
lived up to my
expectations, but
as a whole, it
seemed a little
unorganized,"
stated senior
Cali Adams.
This year's
ceremony
featured
welcoming
remarks from President Patricia
Cormier and guest speaker Dr.
David Smith, Dean of the School
of Education and Human
Services. Chris Wegner,
President of the Class of 1999
also addressed the senior class
with a speech about making each
moment of this year count.
"I really enjoyed Convocation
and I thought it was a great way
to begin the year," remarked
senior Tina Stiffler.

Good Prescription? Take a Six Hour OCTAA Class and Call Me in The Morning
George Lanum
Staff Writer
For the first time, Longwood
College mandated that all incoming freshmen complete On Campus Talking about Alcohol, an intensive two day six hour course
warning of the possible dangers
of alcohol.
O.CT.A.A. is a nationally prescribed course designed to help
students understand therisk levels
of alcohol. The course looks into
background and family history as
one method of determining risk.
Another way of determining
risk is by quantity frequency
choices, which is simply how
much one drinks and how often.

For example, one or two drinks
are not going to cause an alcohol problem; where as, getting
involved with parties every night
of the week is going to both increase the frequency and the
quantity, therefore leading to a
problem.
One of the main goals of the
program is to phase out common
misconceptions about alcohol.
Alcoholism isn't a thing that
happens only to weak people;
anyone can develop a problem
with alcohol.
Keli Fisher, O.CT.A.A. instructor, remarked "that anyone
can develop alcoholism. It isn't
a matter of the way you were

brought up, or how wealthy you
are, or how poor you are; it is a
matter of how much you drink
and how often you choose to
drink."
The message of is not that
people shouldn't drink, but that
if one should choose to drink, to
do it responsibly. If you're under the age of 21, drinking is illegal in the state of Virginia.
"You can tell people that they
can't drink until age 21, but they
are still going to do," commented
Fisher.
The course is offered every
month and is also a disciplinary
sanction prescribed for alcohol
violations. The course is taught

by 20 certified faculty and staff
members.
In addition, the course is
one recommendation of the Task
Force on Drinking by College
Students. The goal of the Task
Force is not only to prevent illegal drinking but also strives to
change "campus culture that for
decades has accepted binge
drinking as a normal rite of passage." The Task Force developed
a four point strategy dubbed
F.R.E.E., which includes developing a Foundational plan. Rebuilding campus culture, Educating students of the health risks,
and Enforcing Virginia's alcohol

Freshmen Plumets Longwood's Men's
Soccer Team With Skills
Renee Taylor
Staff Writer
One of the notable freshman
members of the Longwood
Men's soccer team is 6'1,
midfielder/forward Andy Plum
from Nokesville, VA.
Plum has
been playing soccer
since he
was five
years old.
When he
reached
high
school, he
played Varsity all four
years. His
most
memorable
event from his high school career at Brentsville came during
his sophomore year, when his
team won the state championship game, in which he scored
three of the team's seven goals.
Two other current Longwood
players, Scott Hapson and
Corey McConville, were on that
championship team.
When it came time to choose
a college, Plum had a tough decision. Although he had been
accepted at Radford, St.
Andrew's, Robert Morris and

Longwood, he chose Longwood
because he liked the school when
he came to visit and decided he
would play soccer for the school
as well.
"One difficult aspect of
the beginning
he new seaon is that
here
are
welve freshin] trying to
et used to
ew players,"
aid Plum,
ho
has
scored four
oals this season, two in
he
game
against the
University of DC and one each
in the games against Barton and
St. Andrew's.
Although the team started their
season with a 0-2 record when
they lost to Liberty and Barton,
they players are "really getting
better from the first two games
said Plum, and currently have a
record of 2-2.
The next opponent for the
men's soccer team is Queens,
which is going to be "our toughest competetion, they are really
good," said Plum.

Morris Receives VASFAA State
Scholarship
Press Release
Special to The Rotunds
Rodney Morris, a senior from
Rice, has recently received the
1998-99 Sue Deaton Ross
Scholarship from the Virginia
Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators
(VASFAA).
The endowed $1,000 state
scholarship is given by the
immediate
past
president of
VASFAA to
a student on
his or her
campus.
Lisa Turner,
Longwood's
director of
Financial
Aid, was
president in
1996-97.
Established
in 1989 to
honor a
longtime member of the
Hollins College staff and
former VASFAA president, the
Ross Scholarship fund was
created by Virginia's lending

sector to provide scholarships
to needy Virginia residents
attending Virginia schools.
Morris, 23, a graduate of
Prince Edward County High
School, is majoring in business
management. He has worked
for four years at Southside
Community Hospital in the
material management
department, and
has wants to
pursue a career
in hospital
management or
administration.
On campus, he
is a supervisor
for campus
recreation and
officiates
several sports.
Morris, who
learned in late
August of last
year that he had
been selected
for the state scholarship, had
been nominated by bis thensupervisor in campus
recreation, Mr. Craig Woods.

Anyone interested in being featured in future Player Pnfiles, please
get in touch with Becky Taylor, Assistant Sport's Editor at #2120.

Plaver Profile
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Kennedy Labeled Lxeellent Goalkeeper

I Declare Color War

Take A Step In The Right _
Direction: Alzheimer's Walk

Do you need to relieve some stress?
Would you like to act wild and crazy with
your peers?
Do you like to get messy? Come get
psyched for Oktoberfest at the Color Wars
on Friday, October 2 from 3:15 to 4:15
on Wheeler Mall.
Paint ball, relay races, and tug-of-war
will be played between classes so remember to wear your colors!
Sophomores and Seniors should be
ready to spread their colors: green and
white. Freshmen and juniors (and all of
you people on the five year plan) can
show your spirit with red and white.

Thursday, October 1 Mortar Board will
sponsor the Alzheimer's Walk.
Groups and individuals are both encouraged to join in the one mile walk around
campus.
Anyone interested in participating who
has not registered should do so outside
the dining hall before lunch today.
The walk will start at 5pm in front of
Lancaster and end at the fountain. Hard
Left will be providing musical entertainment and ARAMARK will be providing
sundaes.

Introducing The Members Of The Geist Chapter Of Mortar Board
Mortar Board is an honorary leadership society that recognizes three outstanding qualities in students: leadership, scholarship and service.
These qualities should be tempered with humility, integrity, and intellect Participation in die society challenges members to strive for the
beliefs and ideals that will strengthen the individual member, the honor society, and the College community as a whole. Each year, Mortar
Board sponsors Oktoberfest
Oktoberfest began at Longwood in 1930. The Circus was sponsored by the Alpha Kappa Gamma fraternity. Oktoberfest is known for its
musical entertainment clowns and parade. In 1966 Alpha Kappa Gamma became Geist and the Circus became known as Oktoberfest In
1993, the name was changed again and the Geist Chapter of Mortar Board was formed.
. pmp Nicole Setliff
Cristina Manieri
Jimmy Bell
Wendy Guyton
VP Service
Secretary
VP of Oktoberfest
T-shirts
4149
4259
3350
3053
PO
Box 1939
PO Box 1523
PO Box 272
PO Box 1445
nsetiff
cmanieri
jbell
wguyton
>■

Nathan Rifenburg
Spirit Leaders
4115
PO Box 1812
nrifnebu

William Blandford
Scholarship
(804) 320-1462
vandal29@aol.com

Stella Gyapong
4090
PO Box 584
smgyapon

Andrea Mink
Midway
392-9512
417-B Putney St
amink

Erica Bowman
Parade
4121
PO Box 286
ebowman

Cricket Hayes
Kickoff
3681

Veronica Myers
Publicity
3076
PO Box 1256
vlmyers

Tracy Stackpole
Midway
315-5971
312FirstAve.Apt2
tstackpo

Deitra Nance
Historian/Mainstage
4121
PO Box 1259
dnance

Julie Weber
Alumni
392-9485
204 High St Apt.2
jweber

Casey Pandy
Kids Games and Color Wars
392-9485
204 High St Apt2
cpandy

Jocelyn Weidner
Kickoff
3116
PO Box 2624
jweidner

Farrah Sampson
Parade
3087
PO Box 1798

Advisors:
Bill Rege 2138 E. Ruffner 173
Susan Mohan 2685 Lankford
Ellen Moss 2356 Der
v

John Burks
395-1012
310RandolfSt
jdburks
Tori Cardwell
Membership
3542
PO Box 418
vcardwell
James Feddreman
Klown
3991
PO Box 272
jfedder

Jammie Jackson
President
3994
PO Box 959
jnjacso
Scott Knaggs
Treasurer
3909
PO Box 1881
skaggs
Shannon Lavinus
Alumni
4147
PO Box 1355
.slavinus

